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A good many books contain descriptions of Chinese social institu-
tions and customs as they were in the latter half of the nineteenth
century and the first decade of the twentieth, before the changes pro-
duced by the West became very apparent. Two giving an unduly pes-
simistic and sombre picture, but very readable and by one who had
opportunity for ample and intimate knowledge, are Arthur H. Smith,
Chinese Characteristics (New York, 1894), and Arthur H. Smith,
Village Life in China. (New York, 1899). At almost the other extreme,
idealizing its subject, is Y. K. Leong and L. K. Tao, Village and Town
Life in China (London, 1915). See, too, Fei Hsiao-tung, Peasant Life
in China. A Field Study of Country Life in the Yangtze Valley (Lon-
don, 1939), excellent. A description of life as it was about the middle
of the last century in and near Foochow is J. Doolittle, Social Life of
the Chinese (2 vols., New York, 1867). There is a great deal of mate-
rial culled from various books in Chinese and European languages in
Descriptive Sociology, or Groups of Sociological Facts, Classified and
Arranged by Herbert Spencer, Chinese, by E. T. C. Werner, edited by
H. R. Tedder (London, 1910). A shorter work by E. T. C. Werner is
China of the Chinese (London and New York, 1919). J. H. Gray,
China, A History of the Laws, Manners, and Customs of the People
(2 vols., London, 1878) contains a great deal of information on the
China of the mid-nineteenth century. See also S. D. Gamble, Hsin
Chuang. A Study of Chinese Village Finance (Harvard Journal of
Asiatic Studies, Vol. 8, pp. 1-33).
An excellent book on Chinese women, old and new, is F. Ayscough,
Chinese Women Yesterday and Today (Boston, 1937).
Books portraying family life and customs of the old style but as
they have been altered to a certain extent by contact with the West
are D. H. Kulp, Country Life in South China. The Sociology of Fami-
lism (New York, 1925), a description, by trained observers, one of
them Chinese, of a village not very far from Swatow; Lady Hosie, Two
Gentlemen of China (London, 1924), an account, by a sympathetic
Englishwoman, of two families, both wealthy and of high official rank,
with which she had been intimate; The Princess Der Ling, Kowtow
(New York, 1929), an autobiography of a Mancrm lady of high rank,
especially of her childhood and youth, with charming accounts of her
home; Pierre Hoang, Le Manage Chinois au Point de Vue Legal (2d
ed., Shanghai, 1916); E. T. Williams, China, Yesterday and Today
(New York, 3d ed., 1927), by one who knew China and the Chinese
well for many years and writes of them with sympathy; Pearl S. Buck,
The Good Earth (New York, 1931), although fiction, a remarkably
vivid and accurate description of life on a farm and in an old-fashioned
city; Ching Ho, The Report of a Preliminary Survey of the Town of
Ching Ho, Hopei, North China (Peiping, 1931), done by members
of the department of Sociology of Yenching University; Sheng-cheng,

